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Corsica 7 days
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SEVEN DAYS  CHARTER CRUISING NORTH SARDINIA & SOUTH 
CORSICA FROM AND TO OLBIA (SARDINIA)

Day 1
Guests arrive and board the yacht in Olbia. Olbia is one Sardinia’s 
largest town, a great place to start your yachting cruise. Olbia, the 
"happy city" as it was called by the Greeks is a city of history and 
culture, fun, fashion and shopping; the city has doubled its number of 
inhabitants between 1951 and 1981 and is today a center growing in 
population and economy. Olbia represents one of the most important 
tourist centres in Sardinia thanks to its archeological evidences and the 
many beautiful landscapes. This territory  is full of beautiful beaches and 
coves, therefore it is very difficult to make a selection from which to 
choose to make your holiday exclusive; heading north along Golfo 
Aranci there are a mix of attractive beaches in Lido of Pittulongu made 
by golden sand and crystalline emerald waters, alternate with less 
crowded areas such as Cala Moresca with the small Island of Figarolo 
and Cala Sabina, inaccessible by land, where it’s possible to anchor 
and enjoy the untouched beauty that nature offers. Stop along the way 
for swimming and diving. Relax and enjoy the sun and the sea, tasting 
delicious snacks and drink tasty cocktails. Continuing towards the north 
there are wonderful locations by the Gulf of Marinella, Porto Rotondo, 
and then throughout the Costa Smeralda.

Day 2
Awake leisurely after your night out and cruise in your yacht around to 
Cala di Volpe, a small natural “harbor” in Arzachena; its strategic 
position and offers easy access to other famous Costa Smeralda 
beaches as well, such as Spiaggia del Principe, Grande and Piccolo 
Pevero, Liscia Ruja, and Romazzino. The small village is best known for 
the luxury hotel with the same name  Hotel Cala di Volpe .
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Days 3 & 4
Heading North after a few miles you will see the magnificent 
Maddalena Archipelago rising, known as the Polynesia of Italy for its 
crystal clear, turquoise waters made up by 7 major islands (La 
Maddalena, Caprera, Budelli, Santo Stefano, Santa 
Maria, Spargi, Razzoli) and other smaller islands surrounded by the 
beautiful clear and transparent sea. Among the bigger islands, Caprera 
has become popular for hosting Garibaldi during his exile: nowadays its 
house is a  historic house-museum. The Maddalena Archipelago was 
declared National Park in 1994 and is one of the most beautiful and 
unspoiled parts of Sardinia. The several beaches and coves of the 
archipelago are famous for the clearness of its waters and are very 
appreciated by tourists and foreigners. Cala Corsara is considered one 
of the best locations: it is to be found on the isle of Spargi and features a 
fine white beach and clear blue sea. The Spiaggia Rosa (the pink 
beach), on the Isle of Budelli, is the most fascinating: it takes name 
from the characteristic pink color of the sand, due to breakage of the 
shells of tiny marine animals.

Day 5
Cruising towards Corsica it takes just over 20/25 miles to bring you to 
the stunning islands of Cavallo and Lavezzi en route to Bonifacio. You 
can stop along the way for swimming and diving from your boat. Spend 
your day relaxing, enjoying the sun and the sea, tasting delicious snacks 
the chef will prepare for you and drinking cold refreshments. The Iles de 
Lavezzi are a group of small, barren uninhabited granite islands, 10 km 
southeast off the coast of Bonifacio, with beautiful shell sand beaches 
and azure-colored sea. The islets are a paradise for swimmers, 
snorkelers and divers.
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Day 6 
No yacht charter to Corsica is quite complete without entering the 
dramatic port of Bonifacio, situated at the very south of the island. 
Bonifacio is a star attraction in Corsica, drawing visitors from all over 
the island and overseas to marvel at its medieval houses precariously 
teetering on the edge of the imposing limestone cliffs.
Bonifacio's Old Town, with a labyrinth of narrow streets and historic 
buildings is a fascinating place to wander around boasting a busy 
marina filled with impressive yachts and lined with chic bars, 
restaurants, and hotels, enhancing the vibrancy of this fashionable 
coastal resort. Add to this the fact that Bonifacio is close to several 
idyllic, unspoiled Corsican beaches as well as staggeringly beautiful 
mountains, and you have a near perfect, varied holiday destination.
Maybe enjoy dinner at the ‘Club Nautique’ on the harbor, a popular 
local restaurant with a pleasant view over the port and offering 
excellent pasta and fish dishes. For golf enthusiasts the Golf of 
Sperone is a magnificent course set in a wild and unspoiled location. 

Day 7 
Leave Corsica for Sardinia. When you reach Olbia you will have an 
unforgettable view: The Tavolara Island, offering one of the most 
amazing landscapes overlooking the sea., Tavolara is one of the 
fascinating islands along the Sardinian region where you can find 
nature's beauty at its best with sandy beaches and bays along with the 
seashore. After a day in the sun and sea, cruise to Porto Cervo Marina 
for the night. Nightlife in Porto Cervo is very animated and offers plenty 
of options everyday: café, discos, cocktail lounges, bars, clubs and 
local seafood restaurants. The day after, cruise back to Olbia and 
disembark there. 

*The itinerary is flexible according to guests requirements and weather conditions. 


